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Abstract:
With the exciting convergence of content, technology, and global
collaboration in this Internet-based digital era, there are unprecedented
potentials as well as challenges for developing digital applications of all
kinds. In more than two decades, Prof. Chen has devoted her technology
application work on several exciting projects including a major awardwinning interactive videodisc in the mid-1980s as well as two major global
digital knowledge-based projects – Global Memory Net and World
Heritage Memory Net – in the last decade. Thus, a model for providing
instant global access to multimedia and multilingual information has been
developed, and this knowledge-based system can be used effectively for any
image-rich subject areas.
This talk is part of Chen’s lecture series entitled “World Cultural Heritage
Is One Click Away.” World Heritage Memory Net will be highlighted in
this talk to show how the system permits us to be able to instantly and
effectively explore our amazing world in a way which can “see, explore,
discover, and experience” whatever we are looking for first and then we
can “dig in” our desired topic for more precise and in-depth information.
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